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investigated whether the Matthew Effect could be at
play during the allocation of Vidi Grants, which are
awarded by the Netherlands Organisation for
Scientific Research (NWO).
Totally different chances
'Candidates who were quite comparable at the time
of applying for an early career Veni Grant had
totally different chances of winning a mid-career
Vidi Grant five years later', says Thijs Bol, associate
professor of Sociology at the UvA. In their analysis,
the researchers exploited the hard threshold in
evaluation scores used by the NWO in deciding
who to award a Veni Grant, which is meant for
recent PhDs. Between 2002 and 2008, just over
4,000 proposals were submitted to the NWO. The
Accumulation of grant money by early career grant
assessment committee awarded a score to each
applicants. Shown is the cumulative amount of funding
received in NWO and ERC competitions (vertical axis)
proposal, after which a ranking was compiled. The
as a function of the number of years elapsed since the
researchers compared the candidates just above
early career grant competition (horizontal axis). This
the funding threshold ('winners') with those just
relationship is shown for different ranks above (green, +) below the threshold ('near-winners').
and below (red, ?) the early career funding threshold.
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Growing gap

The results clearly reveal that winners just above
the funding threshold (one or two spots above the
New research shows that winners of a large
cut off) for a Veni Grant have a 2.5 times greater
research grant programme in the Netherlands have
chance of winning a follow-up Vidi Grant than neara 2.5 times greater chance of obtaining a follow-up
winners (one or two places below the cut off). 'This
grant than nonwinners. The research, which
can be explained by two mutually reinforcing
focused on NWO Vidi Grants, was jointly carried
processes', says Bol. 'On the one hand, winners
out by sociologists from the University of
have a higher chance of successfully obtaining a
Amsterdam, Utrecht University and the University
foll0w-up grant because of the status that comes
of California, Berkeley.
with receiving a grant, which confers an advantage
in other funding competitions. On the other hand,
Why do scientists with similar backgrounds and
near-winners are much less likely to submit a Vidi
abilities often end up achieving very different
proposal than winners just above the threshold,
degrees of success? A classic explanation is that
potentially anticipating their lower chances of
academic achievement exhibits a 'Matthew Effect',
success.'
whereby early successes increase the chances of
future success. But does a young researcher who
In the years following a Veni application, the gap
wins a grant really have a greater chance of
between the winners and near-winners continues to
obtaining a follow-up grant than an equally talented
grow. After eight years, winners are two times more
fellow-researcher who fails to do so the first time
likely than near-winners to receive research funding
around? To answer this question, the researchers
from the NWO and its European equivalent, the
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European Research Council (ERC).
But the implications run wider than just winning
other grants. Bol: 'At the start of 2018, winners just
above the threshold in Veni allocation rounds from
2000 to 2008 had a 50 percent greater chance of
being a professor than near-winners.'
Closing the gap
But what can be done to narrow this growing gap?
'One can ask whether funding organisations
worldwide should use earlier funding success as a
merit criterion for assessing the quality of an
applicant', says Bol. It could also be useful for
funding agencies like the NWO to reach out to nearwinners and encourage them to apply for a followup grant. Finally, one could question whether the
distribution of smaller grants across more recipients
might not be a more efficient method for providing
academic opportunities to talented young
researchers.
More information: Thijs Bol et al. The Matthew
effect in science funding, Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences (2018). DOI:
10.1073/pnas.1719557115
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